Generation of diversiform gold nanostructures inspired by honey's components: growth mechanism, characterization, and shape separation by the centrifugation-assisted sedimentation.
The green synthesis of irregular-shaped nanomaterials used for various applications in nanoplasmonics, medicine, and biotechnology creates an economical and environmental challenge. We describe the rapid wet-chemical approach to synthesis of stable and water-soluble gold nanostructues at room temperature. In addition to spherical and road-like nanoparticles, gold decahedra and triangular plates were grown using the one-step synthesis process of HAuCl(4) in the presence of honey, in which main components act as reducing (glucose) and stabilizing (fructose) agents; the mechanism of the process is discussed in details. The requirements for anisotropic phase boundaries for generation of polyhedral gold nanocrystals in solutions are highlighted. The synthesis, morphology, and separation procedure of gold nanoparticles are examined using the techniques of optical spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy, and atomic force microscopy. We demonstrate that centrifugation can be used for efficient separation of nanoparticles with different shapes from a mixture. It was found that while centrifuging, the spheres sediment at the bottom of the tube, segregating from rods that form a deposit on the side wall, whereas polygons remain in the solution.